ABSTRACT Computers and other smart gadgets have become of a paramount importance in today's transactions. Connected to the Internet, those devices offer the possibility to benefit from a myriad of electronic services, including social networking, banking, trade marketing, education and so on. Such activities are producing huge volume of information transiting with high velocity each day. Parallel to that, we have witnessed an epidemic increase in the number and the sophistication of cyberattacks, as they became more persistent and highly structured. In this context, modern intrusion detection systems are to be modeled so as to issue high detection rates in a tiny period of time in order to mitigate the risks. This paper is built on recurrent neural network with multilayered echo-state machine (ML-ESM) to model an intrusion detection. We assess our model on three publicly available data sets, namely, the DARPA KDD'99, NSL-KDD a reformed version of the latter, and UNSW NB 15. Performance metrics for both binary classification and multilabel classification are calculated and compared with those of some existing machine learning techniques and the recent state-of-the-art intrusion detection systems. Results indicate that the ML-ESM wins the challenge in both achieving a higher accuracy and considerably optimizing the processing time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since 80s and 90s, Internet has revolutionized the whole world. With the launch of www, sectors like Education, Politics, Commerce, Press, Tourism, Mail Services, and Banking are now connected, and related services are reachable through Internet. In recent years, the use of such services along with social networking and multimedia streaming has been generating, daily, a large amount of data over the internet, with a very high speed. However, this couldn't be without risks; Valuable data that should be kept out of the procuration and the visibility of unauthorized users are exposed to destruction or/and disclosure, due to the increasing rate of cyber-threats that have evolved as well both in number and complexity. Indeed, exploits are omnipresent and can happen anytime. Internet web servers are exposed to attacks using automated tools and exploit scripts that capitalize on well-known vulnerabilities. There are several sources for these kinds of automated tools maintained by the hacking community [43] .
Recently, Hackers became more ferocious as they practice acts like subversion and sabotage [1] , which were abandoned for a while before. Several incidents have marked the years 2016 and 2017, namely the Mirai botnet that caused a wide DDOS attack with no precedent, the targeted malware aimed at destructing data in some Saudi Arabia's organizations, a malware erasing disk leading to power outages in Ukraine, as well as allegedly subversive activities aimed at disrupting US elections and targeting other governments [2] .
Intrusion Detection systems (IDSs) arise as a primary security mechanism to account. They provide a variety of benefits in comparison with the classic security tools. IDSs offer several features including detection of novel and complex attacks, data archiving, and reports generation. The contributions of Anderson [3] , Denning [4] and StanifordChen [5] , have greatly inspired researchers and many studies have been conducted to enrich research works around IDS. An intrusion can be defined as any activity that aims at harming the security fundamentals, namely confidentiality, integrity and availability of a computer/smart device resource Intrusion are commonly classified according to the process followed to compromise the target system [6] . Probe attacks are based on network scanning tools to gather useful information to be leverage for a potential breakout. Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks threatens the availability of a computer/smart device resource and causes the interruption of a service by overloading the target system with a storm of requests. Remote-to-Local (R2L) is the successful infiltration to the system by gaining access to one of its legitimate accounts, while User-to-Root (U2R) is the escalation of privileges to a root account.
Machine learning and computational intelligence have known a quantum leap since the introduction of deep learning paradigm that proved to achieve higher performances by extracting better representations of the data. An increasing number of techniques are thus proposed to solve regression, classification and prediction tasks [7] .
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have emerged as one of the most widely used deep learning techniques, as they are very efficient in the prediction of sequential data. They played a significant role in advancing several fields, including but not limited to Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computer Vision, Image and Speech recognition. However, training RNNs encounters some bottlenecks such as the exploding gradient and the vanishing gradient [8] . They are also expensive in term of training time due to the problem of slow convergence.
Reservoir Computing (RC) is a relatively new paradigm to train RNNs which has its origins both in the field of machine learning [9] and computational neuroscience [10] , [11] . It was proposed as a remedy for the inherent RNNs training bottlenecks. One main use of RNNs as a reservoir that have been described in the literature is Echo-State Networks (ESNs) [12] , [13] . Basically, using ESN consists of randomly generating an individual RNN layer (reservoir), and training only the reservoir-to-output connections (readouts). This approach yielded a great performance in a number of benchmarks [9] - [15] .
As multilayer networks are shown to provide better models [7] , recently, a novel architecture and algorithm that incorporates multiple layers of reservoirs was proposed by Malik et al. [16] . This technique has shown good performance results when applied to different benchmarks and real-world applications.
This research study proposes a network anomaly intrusion detection system that uses ML-ESM training method for RNNs. The main contributions are the following:
(1) Performing pre-processing steps on the dataset.
(2) Adopting the ML-ESM architecture to model an anomaly-based intrusion detection system; we present the ML-ESM training technique, we choose the best hyper-parameters and assess the model on the datasets both in binary classification and multilabel classification.
(3) Computing performance metrics and comparing the model with several machine learning techniques (Naïve Bayes, J48, Random Forest, K-Nearest-Neighbors Multilayer perceptron, Support Vector Machine), and a number of the recent intrusion detection models from the literature. The proposed model achieves a higher performance with respect to the formers and outperform the latter in several aspects.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section II presents some relevant studies around intrusion detection systems. In section III, we describe the pre-processing steps and the ML-ESM algorithm and architecture, along with defining the main performance metrics. In section IV, experimental results are described and compared to the literature. Finally, section V discusses the conclusions and future works.
II. RELATED WORK
Security systems rely on multiple management and technological tools including intrusion detection systems (IDSs). The latter have become an independent research area due to its essential role in detecting malicious activities.
In this perspective, researchers have been conducting several intrusion detection studies built on machine learning techniques as mathematical models, including Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Fuzzy Logic, Bayesian Networks, Decisions Trees, Random Forest, Clustering, Deep learning and ensemble methods. Most of the proposed techniques are assessed with KDDCup99 and NSL-KDD since they were the first to be publicly introduced and used as a comparison benchmark.
In [26] , Manekar and Waghmare proposed an IDS using SVM and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). PSO is used first to tune hyper-parameter (γ : gamma) to have the optimal cost value, and second to get the best set of features. Finally, SVM is used to detect intrusions using NSL-KDD dataset. SVM is used as well by Pervez and Md. Farid [27] . Their approach considers using only relevant features by reducing the feature set of NSL-KDD to 36 instead of the whole 41 features, in order to increase the accuracy. Others like Hassan et al. [28] and Gan et al. [29] evaluate SVM on the KDDCup99 dataset. The formers proposed an ensemble learning method, that combines different kernels based SVM which proved to be more accurate compared to single kernel based SVM classifier. The latter used Core Vector Machine (CVM) as the classification method to detect intrusions and constructed the feature set using Partial Feature Least Square (PLS).
Liu et al. [30] used a single-hidden layer neural network (SLFN), trained it with Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), and assessed the model with NSL-KDD. The authors first applied Principal Components Analysis (PCA) for dimension reduction, then used a generalization error model in the principal components space to find the best architecture. Ingre and Yadav [24] used ANN on NSL-KDD dataset to model an intrusion detection system. Authors used Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) and BFGS quasi-Newton Backpropagation for training and evaluated their system both in binary and 5-class classification. Moustafa et Slay [31] evaluated their system using ANN applied on UNSW NB 15 dataset, and results were compared to KDD'99 to assess the complexity of the former dataset. In [32] , the same authors proposed a model based on a hybrid feature selection method integrating central points of attribute values VOLUME 6, 2018 and Association Rule Mining algorithm. Classification is performed on UNSW-NB15 using three existing algorithms, namely Naïve Bayes (NB), Expectation-Maximisation clustering (EM), and Logistic Regression (LR). Malik et al. [33] adopted Random Forest (RF) algorithm to model an intrusion detection system based on KDD'99. Authors first used different techniques for dimension reduction, then applied a binary PSO to find the optimal set of attributes. Finally, RF was applied for the classification of network traffic. Eesa et al. [34] proposed a novel feature selection technique as a variant of the cuttlefish optimization algorithm (CFA) to incorporate only the relevant set of attributes. Then, authors used Decision Tree ID3 algorithm for intrusion detection.
Another feature representation approach called cluster center and nearest neighbors (CANN) was proposed by Lin et al. [35] , which consists of computing two distances. The first one is between each data point and its cluster center, and the second one is between the data sample and its nearest neighbor in the same cluster. Authors then sum the two distances and used them to represent data points based on a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classifier assessed with KDDCup99.
Alrawashdeh and Purdy [36] proposed a deep learning technique using Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to perform feature selection and produce a Deep Belief Network (DBN). The method integrated logistic regression classifier with multiclass softmax. Authors assessed their model using KDD'99. Shone et al. [37] proposed a deep learning models based on stacked nonsymmetric deep autoencoder (NDAE), and DBN. Authors evaluated their model on both NSL-KDD and KDD'99.
Recently, RNNs have gained in popularity due to its contribution in the development of the deep learning domain. In [38] Even though it was difficult to tune the hyper-parameters, the approach proved to be effective. Another model that uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and which showed good results, was proposed by Li et al. [19] . The idea is to convert NSL-KDD into an image, from which the features are extracted and used as an input for the CNN. Long Short-Term Memory is also an accurate method for training RNNs. It was applied in intrusion detection in multiple researches [20] , [21] . Some of the aforementioned models achieve good performance but suffer from the exploding gradient and the vanishing gradient problems. Moreover, they are all time consuming.
This work tackles these problems by applying ML-ESM to RNN. The IDS is assessed using NSL-KDD, KDD'99 and UNSW-NB15 datasets, and is compared to other models in the literature.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
An echo state network (ESN) consists of randomly generating a large connected RNN (a reservoir), which is driven by a training input signal and projects to output units. During the learning process, the only trained connections are the reservoir-to-output units.
Updating the reservoir states and network outputs is performed according to the following equations:
where x(t) is the reservoir state at time t. γ ≥ 0 is the retainment rate of the reservoir. W r is the reservoir weight matrix (connection between the reservoir neurons). u (t) is the input sequence.y (t) is the predicted output of the readout at time t. W in and W readout are the weight matrices of u (t) and y (t). f(.) and f out (.) are respectively the activation functions of the reservoir and the predicted output. A primary condition for training only the output layer is the echo state property (ESP), which means that the effect initial conditions should wash out after a time step [9] .
The proposed model consists of employing multilayers of echo state networks to train recurrent neural networks. Fig.1 represents the general process of the proposed model. 
A. NETWORK BENCHMARKS
We assess our model with respect to three network intrusion detection system datasets; KDD'99 [22] , NSL-KDD [23] , and UNSW NB 15 [39] .
NSL-KDD is a dataset proposed as a solution for some of the main problems in the KDD'99. The authors removed duplicate records from both train and test sets so that the most frequent records do not affect classification. Moreover, it is affordable to assess models on the complete dataset, since the number of records is reasonable as shown in Table 1 . The UNSW NB was generated using the IXIA PerfectStorm tool in the Australian Centre for Cyber Security (ACCS). to generate a mixture of real modern normal activities and intrusion behaviors. The data set is based on 49 features with the class label and has nine types of the modern attacks fashions and new patterns of normal traffic. The basic dataset consists of 100G of raw data, from which a portion of 175 341 records is used for training and a total of 82 332 records is used for testing based on 45 features. This partition is shown in This causes a very slow convergence. We then used the same scaling technique as in [17] . We first applied the logarithmic scaling, so that for example we obtain a range of [0, 4.77] for duration.
The features are then rescaled to obtain values between 0 and 1, according to the following assignment: where x i is the feature value at time i, max is the maximum value of feature x over all dataset's instances, and min is the minimum value of feature x over all dataset's instances.
C. MULTILAYERED ECHO-STATE MACHINE (ML-ESM)
In [16] , Malik et al. defined new ESN criteria that includes multiple layers of reservoirs within the RNN architecture. ML-ESMs are applied to supervised times series tasks, such that for a training input sequence u (t) ∈ R N u the target output sequence d (t) ∈ R N d is known, where t = 1, . . . , T is the time interval and T the dimension of data instances in the dataset. We consider R i , where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , I reservoirs, N x number of units within each reservoir and N d output neurons. Activations from the I reservoirs internal units (states) are x (t) = (x 1 (t) , . . . , x I (t)), and x 1 (t) = (x 11 (t) , . . . , x 1j (t)), where j = 1, . . . , N x . W in ∈ R N X ×N u is the weight matrix for the input units, W internal ∈ R N x ×N x is the weight matrix for the internal connections. W external ∈ R N x ×N x is the weight matrix for the external connections, and the weight matrix for the connections from the inputs and the reservoirs to the output units is Fig. 2 represents the basic network architecture of ML-ESM. Updating the reservoir states and network outputs is performed according to the following equations: 
The output is calculated using the following equation:
where γ ≥ 0 is the retainment rate of the reservoir networks (γ > 0 for leaky integrator neurons). In this work, we define f(.) and f out (.) functions respectively as the standard sigmoid function sigmoid(.) and softmax(. 
2) WEIGHT COMPUTATION
Training the readouts will consist of computing the output weight matrix W readout using ridge regression which represents the most stable solution to this problem:
where β is ridge regularization coefficient, and I is the identity matrix. Very large values of W readout may indicate a sensitive and unstable solution and can lead to overfitting. Hence, we minimize the following the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) with ridge regularization:
where W readout i is the i th row of W readout and ||.|| is the Euclidean norm.
3) EXPLOITATION
We computed the training error using (7) with optimal output weight obtained by (6) . We included the resulting output weight to assess the model on the test sets.
For example, After the new output weights were implemented, we run the network on KDDTest+ and KDDTest-21 from the last training state x(125973) to generate the output y(t).
E. PERFORMANCE METRICS
We conducted several experiments to determine the performance of ML-ESM. In this perspective, we considered the accuracy (AC), False positives rate (FPR), detection rate (DR), F-measure and run time. Metrics are defined by the following equations:
where True Positive (TP) is the number intrusions detected with success, True Negative (TN) is the number of normal instances successfully classified, False Positive (FP) is the number of misclassified normal instances, and False Negative (FN) is the number of intrusions classified as normal records. F-measure is the harmonic mean of both Precision (P) and Recall (R) which measures a test's accuracy. Precision is the proportion of predicted positive values which are actually positive. Recall is another word to express the detection rate (DR). 
for i from 2 to I do 4:
W external x i−1 (t)) + γ x i (t − 1) 6: end for 7: end for
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were done in a PC with a 12 GB RAM and an i7 intel(R) 2.00, 2.6 GHz processor. We designed the system using python language, taking advantage of some of its machine learning packages (performance metrics). We evaluated the system both in binary classification and multilabel classification. Finally, we compared the results with some of the state-of-the-art techniques. In this work, 49,402 training records were extracted from ''10% KDD'' dataset and 31,104 testing records from ''Corrected KDD'' (KDD'99). For NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15, we used the exact same distribution as described in section 3.
A. BINARY CLASSIFICATION
The first part of the experiments was designed to study the ML-ESM performance on binary classification, using 122 input nodes for KDD'99 and NSL-KDD, and 196 input nodes for UNSW-NB15, along with 2 output nodes for all datasets. We used several hyper-parameter values (R: Number of reservoir networks, N: Number of units in each reservoir, α: spectral radius, γ : retainment rate, β: ridge parameter), from which we selected the best set of parameters. Table 4 show the accuracy and run time (in seconds) of binary classification on NSL-KDD with N = 900. The best results are obtained for (R = 2, α = 0.98,γ = 0.4, β = 10 −5 ). Table 5 show Confusion Matrix for binary classification. We compare ML-ESM with other machine learning techniques that we evaluate using python's scikit-learn package [40] , with default parameters settings. Fig. 3 summarizes the comparison results with respect to DR. With only one learning step, ML-ESM outperforms the other learning techniques both in KDDTest + (DR = 83%) and KDDTest-21 (DR = 66.2%), with a very optimal run time (292 seconds). The system is also compared to some of the recent research studies in intrusion detection. Table 6 shows a comparison with various IDS models with respect to binary classification, evaluated on the aforementioned datasets (in %). ML-ESM generalizes well by performing efficient classification on the three benchmarks. It outperforms all the models subject of the comparison when accounting all the performance metrics with respect to all types of data. We observe for example that results were close to [17] in terms of DR and FPR in NSL-KDD but surpassed them in KDD'99. ML-ESM also considerably optimizes CPU time (292s against 5516s for [17] in NSL-KDD).
B. MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION
In the second part, we used 122 input nodes and 5 output nodes for both KDD'99 and NSL-KDD, to evaluate ML-ESM performance on multilabel classification, based on the same hyper-parameters as in binary classification. Tables 7, 8 TABLE 6 . Comparison with State-of-the-art Models (BINARY, in %). and 9 show confusion matrices respectively on NSL-KDD, KDD'99 and UNSW-NB15
The best set was found to be (R = 2, N = 700, α = 0.98, γ = 0.4, β = 1000), which yields DR = 81% and DR = 63% on KDDTest+ and KDDTest-21 (NSL-KDD) respectively, in only 225 s, and DR = 98% for KDD'99 in only 62s of training time. As in binary classification, we compare ML-ESM performance with the aforementioned learning techniques and the state-of-the art IDSs. Unfortunately [32] and [42] didn't provide enough details on multiclass classification on UNSW-NB15, so comparison is done with respect to models generated with scikit-learn package using 196 input nodes and 9 output nodes for the nine different types of attacks. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show performance comparison with learning techniques evaluated using scikit-learn, respectively on NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15. ML-ESM performs better than the other learning techniques on the two datasets (For UNSW-NB15, MLP and SVM are not included as they are time consuming). Table 10 show the comparison on NSL-KDD and KDD'99, with some relevant works from the literature. In Table 10 , it is shown that ML-ESM efficiently detects all types of intrusions. On NSL-KDD, it outperforms the compared models especially in terms of Probe and U2R, knowing that the latter is the most difficult to detect. Moreover, ML-ESM saves so much CPU time (225s against 11444s for [17] ). Assessing the model on KDD'99 confirms the ability to generalize well on different sets of data. ML-ESM achieves higher DR and F-measure than [28] , and generally a lower FPR. The main advantage in [36] is that they have well detected DOS and R2L attacks, but barely detected Probe and U2R attacks. Reference [37] almost perfectly detected DOS and Probe attacks (with a high FPR on Probe). However, they barely detected some R2L attacks, and couldn't detect U2R attacks, which impacts the whole system. CPU time is also optimized with ML-ESM (62s against 202s, 1383s, 1765s, 5466s respectively for [17] , [36] , [37] , and [41] ), which describes ML-ESM as offering a lightweight solution to implement in big data environments and to adopt in case of large datasets. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we described a network intrusion detection system based on Multilayered of Echo-State Machine (ML-ESM), an innovative architecture for training RNNs.
Using multiple reservoir networks of ESM, it can perform an efficient, supervised classification on network packets. Results on evaluation metrics show that the system outperforms the aforementioned machine learning techniques some of the similar state-of-the-art IDSs, especially in term of processing time.
In the Future, we strive to improve the detection and the false positive rates, and optimizing the processing time by performing the following adjustments:
(1) Teacher-forcing the network using the teacher signal d (t) through the back-projection connections W back . The equation for a simple ESM is the following:
x (t + 1) = (1 − γ ) f (W r x (t) + W in u (t + 1)
(2) Using the double-sized network states for training and exploitation by collecting x (t) ; x 2 (t) ; u (t) ; u 2 (t) into the state collecting matrix, which would yield a better model for a highly non-linear system. During exploitation, instead of using (2) the following equation can be used for a simple ESM: y (t + 1) = f out W readout x (t + 1) ; x 2 (t + 1) ;
(3) Using ESNigma [25] , a wrapper feature selection technique for Echo State Networks (4) Speeding up the system by using GPU acceleration and parallel computation through Apache Hadoop or Apache Spark.
